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About This Content

With FULL METAL FRENZY the hi-octane mayhem that is GAS GUZZLERS EXTREME intensifies, with dazzling new
maps, awesome new cars, exciting new game modes and mega power-ups you just can't be without!

Key features:

Zagreb arena: a totally true-to-life depiction of the old downtown area of the Croatian capital, where the developers of
this game reside !

Cowboy arena: a huge wild west map where dirt rules and anything goes.

Two new cars: the Stallion and the Micro GT. For that extra muscle.

All new female announcer.

Two new power-ups, Invisibility & Stun Grenades (who threw that???).

Three new games modes: Dominator, Destruction Derby and Domination Derby (all single- and multi-player).

New police skin. No-one drives like the Feds...
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Title: Gas Guzzlers Extreme: Full Metal Frenzy
Genre: Action, Racing, Sports
Developer:
Gamepires
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 12 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista(TM)/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor: Dual-core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX(R) 9 Compatible Graphics Card with SM 3.0. (GeForce(R) 8800 Ultra or 4850 AMD/ATi) with 512 MB
RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: 16 Bit Sound Card

English,German,French,Italian,Hungarian,Russian,Polish
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скачать gas guzzlers extreme full metal frenzy. gas guzzlers extreme full metal frenzy

Awesome DLC!. Even though this game isnt one of the "Big Blockbusters" (like CoD or anything like that) this game is made
really well. It doesnt have great graphics or absoultely amazing gameplay but some of the big blockbusters forget to just make
the game fun to play. Most make games to "challenge" the avid gamer, but what about those who just want to get on every once
in a while to have a little fun. This game is fun, addicting, and time friendly, which if you are an avid gamer with other things to
do, this is a blessing. I would reccomend this game to anyone from the most avid of gamers to those who have just started..
Great game if you love cars, guns and explosions like a lot of explosions. A great DLC that introduces new power-ups, vehicles,
tracks, events, and a new female announcer. The coolest part is in the sponsored events in the campaign mode, I not only got one
of the new game's mode, but many times the car I was using was from the DLC. A great way to make the DLC built right into
everything without seeming like an add-on.. The trailer was good. Its A Good Game...Fits To My Style Of Gameplay Anyways
(Cars and Guns)
But One Problem I Have Encountered Is That The Game Refuses To Start...(Dont Take This As A Reason To Not Get The
Game)

I Do Recommend It To Anyone Who Style Of Gameplay Include: Guns, Cars, Racing, Cars With Guns Etc
. New cars, new maps, new power ups, new announcer and new game modes. They all integrate nicely into the single player
campaign, this is well worth getting in addition to the base game.. I have no idea I bought the gold pack ! the game is great allot
of fun however
the two DLC's for this game according to steam who claims that they both are
installed and in my library full metal frenzy & zombie apocolyps ARE NOT IN MY
STEAM ANYWHERE OTHER THAN THE MAIN PAGE OF STEAM FOR THIS GAME
plain and simple still haven't found any of the DLC I wish I knew where they are
sure would like to play them oh well .

The main game is fun a little short but for $6.99 can't really complain still I wish
I knew where those two DLC's are was really looking forwards to Killin some Zombies. Unless your intending to multiplay, this
DLC wont offer you much towards a single player experience.

Excusing the latter this DLC for multiplay while offering a trinket in most departments like cars,tracks etc is a blackmail one as
if you dont have it, your instantly barred from certain online events.

It should be case of want but sadly is a case of need for this DLC so its a thumbs down for me on that point.. Extends the
generous offer of contents with this DLC, more vehicles to crush, even more tracks, new power ups, game modes and other
innovations for a reasonable price. Waiting for the upcoming DLC full metal zombie: D
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Fantastic! I'm liking the arena and vehicles that came with this and the new additional modes. It add more to this action-pack
mayhem that keeps you playing more. Plus, its for a decent price!. Rock n Roll Racing on Steroids!
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